
 

 

Position Title Chief Financial Officer  Level E 

Reports to (role) Executive Director 

Team Executive Team 

Location Northern Entrance, Perth Children's Hospital, 15 Hospital Avenue, 
Nedlands 

 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
The Telethon Kids Institute is headquartered within the Perth Children’s Hospital, and is one of the 
largest, and most successful medical research institutes in Australia, comprising a dedicated and diverse 
team of around 1,000 staff, students and honoraries. 
 
At Telethon Kids, our vision is simple - HAPPY HEALTHY KIDS. We bring together community, 
researchers, practitioners, policy makers and funders, who share our mission to improve the health, 
development and lives of children and young people through excellence in research.  
 
We commit to build on our success as a research institute that makes a real difference not only in our 
community, but for children and families around Australia and globally. 
 
As an Executive Team we strive to foster a constructive culture that enables excellence and achievement, 
maintains personal integrity, is supportive of growth and learning and puts cooperation with others at 
the forefront of how we work. 
 
The Institute is a complex, innovative and skills-intensive enterprise. As a result, our most senior leaders 
are expected to coordinate disparate and specialized knowledge, match the Institute’s problems with 
people who can solve them, and empower and inspire staff through effective communication. Executive 
team members leverage both their people and technical skills to overcome challenges, capitalise on 
opportunities and work cohesively to deliver on our strategy.  
  

 
POSITION IMPACT 
The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) oversees the Institute’s financial activities, including being responsible 
for the finance and accounting team who perform operational functions, and serves in a strategic 
advisory role for the Executive Director, Executive and Board.  
 
The CFO is responsible for developing and directing the Institute’s analytical and financial plans and 
policies. The CFO will evolve our planning and forecasting processes, report on metrics, and drive 
strategic financial insights to optimise our growth and maximise our opportunities.  There is an excellent 
opportunity to implement process improvements for efficiency, scalability and productivity. In addition 
to traditional CFO responsibilities this role includes duties such as capital allocation and investment 
portfolio management, working in partnership with the Executive Director and COO to negotiate and 
maintain relationships with donors/investors, and being in charge of financial performance management. 
The role is forward-looking and is designed to incorporate strategy and business partnership to find 
investment opportunities and use capital wisely. 



 

  

KEY RELATIONSHIPS 
INTERNAL: 
• Executive Director 
• Board 
• Board Finance Committee 
• Finance Team – Research & Operations 
• Director Research (Deputy ED) 
• Chief Operating Officer 
• Director Partnerships & Engagement 
• Director Strategy & Innovation 
• Director Indigenous Strategy & Leadership 
• Chief of Staff 
• General Counsel 
• Chief Information Officer 
• Procurement team 

EXTERNAL: 
• External Auditors 
• Financial Institutions 
• Investment Advisors 
• Finance partners 
• Vendors 
• Partner organisations with existing or planned 

agreements or contracts 
• Other organisations relevant to new business 

development opportunities 

 
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 
Key Responsibilities Tasks required to achieve Key Responsibilities Measures 
Executive 
Leadership  

• Strategic focus. Proactively balance risk and 
innovation, anticipate future needs and 
opportunities, and seek to ensure the 
Institute’s sustainability. 

• Collective approach. Take an institute-wide 
view taking time to model ways to break down 
silos; collectively develop solutions to 
problems; build partnerships and coalitions; 
and prioritise the interests of the Institute over 
self. 

• Executive interactions. Demonstrate mutual 
respect and collaboration that builds trust and 
leverages differences in perspective to sharpen 
outcomes for whole team.  

• Promote Safety. Enhance knowledge of 
physical and psychosocial hazards, actively 
address safety challenges and positively 
influence behaviour. 

• Constructive culture. Create a positive work 
environment and culture to foster high 
achievement, personal confidence and 
integrity, learning and growth and cross-
functional collaboration. 

• Commercial awareness. Develop a deep 
understanding of how the Institute and 
financial model operates – as well as how 
medical research works – to ensure sensible 
decisions that support healthy finances, 
research excellence and positive community 
outcomes. 

• Leading people. Design jobs to ensure roles 
and responsibilities are clear, seek to optimise 
job security (tenure aligned to funding as a 

• Achievement of 
strategic objectives. 

• Constructive workplace 
culture. 

• Successful recruitment 
and retention of valued 
staff. 

• Formal and informal 
feedback from internal 
and external 
stakeholders. 

• Well-functioning 
Executive Team 

• Employee 
engagement. 
 



 

  

minimum), support growth and staff 
development, encourage open communication 
and conflict resolution, and recognise 
outstanding behaviour and achievements. 

Technical Excellence • Provide insights on creating, enabling and 
sustaining competitive advantage and long-
term value creation.  

• Cost leadership through cost visibility, 
reduction and process improvement insights 
for both professional services and research 
operations. 

• Strategic insights on revenue growth and gross 
margin optimisation 

• Leadership on broader trends and performance 
areas particularly in relation to sustainability 
(environmental, social and governance), and 
intellectual assets, that contribute to future 
value and reputation and social license for the 
institute to operate. 

• Effective governance and risk management 
activities that enable a clear focus on value 
creation and protection incorporating short 
versus long-term, and higher and lower risk 
business cases appropriate to different levels of 
the institute. 

• Fulfilling core roles of finance and 
accounting including financial planning and 
analysis including forecasting, treasury, tax, and 
reporting, which remain crucial, but the focus 
of these core roles needs to be on actions and 
ways of working that drive and maximise value 
creation and minimise value erosion.  

• Understand and communicate the nature of 
value creation and trade-offs, and position the 
finance function to contribute critical business 
input, including financial modelling and 
assistance with business case development in 
significant strategic initiatives. 

• Ensure the information and data used for 
decision making and reporting to both internal 
and external stakeholders inform business 
actions and decisions that contribute to long-
term value creation and sustainability.  

• Ensure the right systems, processes and 
controls are in place to protect the institute 
from fraud and corruption as well as ensuring 
trust and integrity in information and data that 
is used for decision making and disclosure.  

• Drive strategic resource and capital allocation 
decisions and relationships that underpin 
actions to achieve growth, transformation and 
ultimately value creation.  

• Ensure the capital allocation strategy clearly 
supports and is aligned to business priorities for 

• Improved financial 
health for the Institute. 

• Diversified revenue 
streams in place. 

• Compliance with 
statutory, regulatory 
and reporting 
obligations. 

• Successful and 
sustainable 
partnerships and 
agreements. 

 



 

  

value creation, including highlighting conflicts 
between short- and long-term value creation 
objectives.  

• Consolidate information from across other 
institute functions and systems into meaningful 
insights that highlight business performance, 
and bring this information together with 
financial information in a meaningful way. 

 

JOB REQUIREMENTS 

Qualifications:  
 

• Tertiary qualifications in Accounting/Commerce or related 
field. 

• CA or CPA qualified member. 

• Post graduate qualifications highly regarded 
 

Experience: 

• Minimum 10 years' experience in leadership finance role, 
preferably with exposure to health, academia or not for profit. 
A breadth of experience across different finance disciplines 
and either industries or geographies would be highly regarded. 

Essential Requirements:  • Leadership – demonstrated experience as an effective 
business partner, having the necessary leadership and 
communication skills to give financial advice and counsel as 
well as provide a voice of reason to the Executive Director, 
Executive and Board. 

• Finance Operations – proven ability to develop a strong 
understanding of a company’s business model and industry 
with the ability to use that knowledge to provide an 
independent perspective and to constructively challenge, 
ensuring sound financial decisions. 

• Controls – proven experience in assessment, mitigation of risk 
and compliance to adequately respond to opportunities, 
volatility, complexity, or applicable regulatory / legal 
requirements. 

• Strategy – proven experience supporting strategy 
development and helping enable its execution by prioritising 
and ensuring the strategy can be funded. 

• Innovation – experience leading transformation initiatives and 
major change programs with the ability to influence both 
internal and external stakeholders. Experience implementing 
tech for finance will be highly regarded.  

 
DIRECT REPORTS Research Finance Manager 

Operations Finance Manager 
Approved by: Executive Director   
Date approved: 05 September 2022  
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